Best Management Practices for Termidor Products

For individuals/firms licensed or registered by the state to apply termicide and/or general pest control products.

*This guidance does not apply in California

Always read and follow label directions.

Termidor and the Termidor symbol are registered trademarks of BASF.
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About the Proper Use of Termidor® Products

BASF Corporation, the manufacturer of Termidor products, is committed to promoting responsible pesticide use. When a home or other structure is treated with Termidor products, the homeowner or building manager can be confident that they are choosing a dependable formulation from a reliable manufacturer.

Proper Use Guidelines:

- Always read and follow label directions.
- Do not use for general pest control indoors.*
- Proper use is everybody’s responsibility.

Application Recommendations

- Do not apply to impermeable surfaces such as cement or pavement.
- Apply up to 12 inches up and 12 inches out on pervious surfaces (soil, sod, mulch, etc.) from base of building.
- Do not follow ant trails or treat ant mounds away from building base.
- Focus crack and crevice treatments where impervious surfaces abut the building base.
- Do not treat across garage door opening (except crack and crevice in joint to soil below).

*Except for wall void applications

Product Handling, Cleaning, and Disposal Best Practices

When using a small spray tank (less than 5 gallon), mix only as much product as necessary for treatment in order to minimize excess mixture. We suggest using a designated spray tank for Termidor mixtures and label it with a Termidor tank tag.

- When triple rinsing a Termidor product container, always incorporate rinsate into tank mixture.
- When using a designated spray tank you should use it directly after mixing. However, if needed, you can keep excess Termidor mixture for up to two weeks in the tank before applying, cleaning and/or rinsing.
- Shake spray tank before each use.
- It is not necessary to rinse spray tank after each use. When rinsing apply spray tank rinsate to permeable surfaces (e.g., soil, grass, unlined gravel or pebbles) within 12 inches of base of building.
- Do not dispose of product or spray tank rinsate down sinks, sewage, or storm drains.
- Do not apply product or spray tank rinsate to impermeable surfaces such as cement, asphalt, or pavement.
- Improper use and disposal of Termidor products and dilutions can result in Termidor finding its way into local waterways.

For any Termidor-related questions, contact us at basf-product-stewardship@basf.com